Mechanical behavior of glass ionomer cements as a function of loading condition and mixing procedure.
With a view to comparing conventional (CGIC) and resin-modified glass ionomer cements (RMGIC) in terms of mechanical properties, these materials were subjected to different loading conditions for evaluation. In addition, this study investigated the assumption that capsulated systems possess superior mechanical properties compared to the hand-mixed systems, owing to the former's better material homogeneity and a more precise adjustment of the powder-liquid ratio. In view of the aims of this study, the following mechanical properties were determined: strength and modulus of elasticity in flexural test, diametric tensile and compressive strengths, as well as variation of hardness and modulus of elasticity with depth. In all macroscopic strength tests, the RMGICs performed significantly better than the CGICs. In microhardness evaluation, the differences were levelled out. In particular, the mechanical properties of RMGICs were comparable to those of microfilled and packable composites. The effect of mixing was closely intertwined with material property. The tested CGICs performed better when they were hand-mixed, whereas RMGICs fared better in the capsulated form.